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The chief business of America is business.

—President Calvin Coolidge, 1924

One of the factors that made the Great Depression so difficult for
America to endure was the fact that the years immediately preceding
the economic downturn were ones of optimism and prosperity. For

much of the 1920s, communities all across the United States experienced
exciting levels of economic growth. Good-paying jobs and comfortable
homes became realities for greater numbers of American families with each
passing year. At the same time, technological developments such as the
radio, telephone, and automobile gave Americans more options for enter-
tainment and recreation than ever before. The nation’s sense of well-being
and affluence became so widespread that the decade became known as “the
Roaring Twenties.”

But underneath the glitter and laughter of these years, storm clouds of
economic uncertainty were gathering. And in the fall of 1929 these clouds let
loose a barrage of devastation. Within a matter of weeks, the nation and its
people were pulled into the most frightening economic tailspin in the history
of the United States.

An Age of Prosperity and Optimism

America entered the 1920s in a mood for peace and stability. The first
two decades of the century had been marked by fierce campaigns to reduce
political corruption, reduce corporate dominance of American society,
extend greater rights to workers, and grant women the right to vote. All of
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these campaigns received broad public support and enjoyed some success—
most obviously in 1920, when the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment
gave women the right to vote. But the turmoil that swirled around these
efforts had also worn on the American people. The public thirst for domestic
tranquility was made even more acute by the horrors of World War I (1914-
1918), which resulted in more than 300,000 American casualties, including
116,000 deaths.

America’s postwar pursuit of peace and pleasure got off to a roaring start
in the early 1920s. Wartime demands had lifted the nation’s factories and
farms to new heights of production, and when the war ended the economy
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During the 1920s Americans packed movie houses to watch early film stars such as Joan
Crawford, seen here in the 1928 film Our Dancing Daughters.



just kept soaring. One major factor in this continued growth was the steady
spread of electricity from city centers to suburbs and even some rural areas.
As electricity lit up homes and businesses, manufacturers scrambled to keep
up with surging demand for electric-powered hair dryers, radios, refrigera-
tors, phonographs, electric irons, toasters, vacuum cleaners and other con-
sumer products and household appliances. From 1923 to 1929 alone, Ameri-
can manufacturing production jumped by almost 24 percent,1 and unemploy-
ment remained very low.

During this same period, new leisure and entertainment options gener-
ated additional economic activity. Movie houses, professional sporting
events, and racetracks all enjoyed big popularity booms during the 1920s. In
urban areas, nightclubs and jazz halls also exploded in popularity as festive
Americans with money in their pockets flocked to downtown destinations to
dance, eat, and drink. In these vibrant downtown districts, millions of
Americans flouted the nation’s anti-alcohol Prohibition laws and caroused
late into the night.

Another important factor in America’s economic growth during this era
was the automobile. The industry was a young one—it did not really burst
into being until the opening years of the twentieth century—but the motor
car was a revolutionary invention. People loved its practical usefulness as a
means to travel to and from the office, the factory, the church, the grocery
store, and the neighborhood school. But Americans also loved the symbolism
of the automobile. To buyers from coast to coast, the cars produced by leg-
endary automaker Henry Ford and other early manufacturers represented
freedom and excitement. As a result, the number of automobiles on American
roadways exploded during the 1920s. Manufacturing production tripled over
the course of the decade, and more than 5.3 million passenger cars, buses,
and trucks were sold across the country in 1929 alone.

The spectacular popularity of the automobile changed American busi-
ness and society in numerous ways during the 1920s. Railroads and trolley
lines withered in the face of this new travel alternative. At the same time,
though, the emerging “car culture” spawned a massive variety of restaurants,
hotels, gas stations, and other new businesses that catered to automobiles and
their owners. “As [the automobile] came, it changed the face of America,”
wrote journalist Frederick Lewis Allen in 1931. “In thousands of towns, at
the beginning of the decade a single traffic officer at the junction of Main
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Street and Central Street had been sufficient for the control of traffic. By the
end of the decade, what a difference!—red and green lights, blinkers, one-
way streets, boulevard stops, stringent and yet more stringent parking ordi-
nances—and still a shining flow of traffic that backed up for blocks along
Main Street every Saturday and Sunday afternoon.”2

Americans were able to purchase large numbers of automobiles—as well
as furniture and radios and refrigerators and other consumer products—
because their wages were growing steadily. From 1923 to 1929, the average
annual earnings of American workers increased by more than 15 percent.3 But
an even bigger factor, especially in the purchase of expensive items like auto-
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Consumer purchases of automobiles and other expensive products surged during the 1920s
after credit purchasing plans came into common usage.



mobiles, was the introduction of credit purchasing plans in the 1920s. Under
these plans, Americans had the option of paying for expensive products a little
at a time over a period of several months or years, rather than saving up to pay
the full purchase price at one time. Installment plans “let millions of Ameri-
cans have immediately what they might have waited years for in prewar
decades,” wrote one historian. “Instant gratification in the matter of clothes
and gadgets and even automobiles bloated consumer credit from $2.6 billion
in 1920 to $7.1 billion in 1929, the largest jump in the country’s history.”4

During these same years, Americans invested in the stock market like
never before. In prior decades, the stock market had often seemed like an
exclusive club for the wealthy to buy and sell shares in business. But new
technology like the telegraph and the telephone made the stock market more
accessible to all, and the nation’s growing middle class showed great enthusi-
asm for investing their savings on the New York Stock Exchange and other
exchanges around the country. They joined wealthy individuals, banks, and
other institutions in snapping up stocks. These purchases gave them small
pieces of ownership in a wide range of fast-growing corporations that had
been born during the Industrial Revolution. Investing in these companies—
U.S. Steel, the Ford Motor Company, General Electric, International Har-
vester, American Telephone & Telegraph (AT&T), Radio Corporation of
America (RCA), and others—came to be seen as an almost sure-fire way of
increasing one’s personal wealth at little risk. And as the value of these and
thousands of other stocks rose, Americans diverted even more of their sav-
ings into the market.

The Quiet President

This era of prosperity was overseen by Calvin Coolidge, a quiet, taci-
turn president who was perhaps most famous for his 1924 declaration that
“the chief business of America is business.” Coolidge had been elected vice
president of the United States in November 1920 on the Republican ticket
led by Warren G. Harding. He served quietly in that role for the next two
and a half years. During this period, waves of scandal crashed over other
areas of the Harding administration, but Coolidge was never implicated in
any wrongdoing. On the night of August 2, 1923, Harding suddenly died
after suffering a stroke. Coolidge was sworn in as president in the early
morning hours of August 3, 1923, and he easily kept the White House in the
November 1924 elections.
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Throughout his years in the Oval Office, Coolidge displayed strong pro-
business beliefs and showed little interest in tackling social problems. Since
the American economy appeared to be thriving, he showed great reluctance
to make any policy changes that might slow it down. “Calvin Coolidge hon-
estly believed that by asserting himself as little as possible and by lifting the
tax burdens of the rich he was benefiting the whole country—as perhaps he
was,” explained Allen. “And it was perfectly in keeping with the uninspired
and unheroic political temper of the times.… [American business interests]
did not want a man of action in the Presidency; they wanted as little govern-
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Calvin Coolidge

John Calvin Coolidge was born on July 4,
1872, in Plymouth, Vermont. The son of a

storekeeper who also served as a state legisla-
tor, Coolidge was a shy and serious youngster.
After graduating from Amherst College in 1895
with honors, he became an attorney in North-
ampton, Massachusetts. He also became active
in local Republican politics.

In 1910 Coolidge began a two-year term
as mayor of Northampton. He then moved on
to become a state senator (1912-15) and lieu-
tenant governor (1916-1918). In the fall of 1918
he eked out a tight victory over Democrat
Richard H. Long to claim the governorship of

Massachusetts. Two years later, Republican presidential candidate Warren
G. Harding selected Coolidge to be his running mate, in large part because
of Coolidge’s reputation as a staunch pro-business conservative. The Hard-
ing-Coolidge ticket triumphed in the fall 1920 election, and in March 1921
Coolidge was sworn in as vice president.

The Harding administration quickly became mired in scandal. The
married Harding carried on several affairs, and a number of top officials
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ment as possible, at as low cost as possible, and this dour New Englander
who drove the prosperity band-wagon with so slack a rein embodied their
idea of supreme statesmanship.”5

Years later, the legendary journalist H. L. Mencken expressed great relief
that Coolidge had not been president when the Great Depression hit America.
“In what manner he would have performed himself if the holy angels had
shoved the Depression forward a couple of years—this we can only guess,
and one man’s hazard is as good as another’s,” said Mencken. “My own is that
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in his administration were implicated in bribery schemes and other
forms of public corruption. Coolidge, though, managed to avoid being
stained by any of the controversies that swirled around the Harding
White House.

On August 2, 1923, Harding died of a stroke while traveling in Cali-
fornia. Coolidge was sworn in as the 30th president of the United States
in the early morning hours of August 3. Coolidge’s top priority upon
becoming president was to reassure the country that the Harding era of
corruption was over. Over the next five years, the Coolidge administra-
tion managed to clean up the reputation of the White House consider-
ably. This was due in no small part to “Silent Cal” himself, who became
known far and wide as dull but principled. Coolidge’s popularity was
also boosted by the roaring 1920s’ economy. Some observers charged
that Coolidge had little to do with America’s prosperity during these
years, but others defended him for preserving an environment that was
friendly to business.

Coolidge easily won the 1924 presidential election, but in August
1927 he abruptly announced that he did not intend to seek another term.
This surprise announcement paved the way for Republican Herbert Hoover
to claim the presidency in 1928. After Hoover’s inauguration, Coolidge
lived quietly in Northamption. He died on January 5, 1933.
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he would have responded to bad times precisely as he responded to good
ones—that is, by pulling down the blinds, stretching his legs upon his desk,
and snoozing away the lazy afternoons.”6

Dark Clouds on America’s Horizon

Coolidge’s passive approach to governing never changed, even when
troubling signs of economic turbulence rippled across the country. Many
American farmers, for example, struggled mightily during the 1920s. But
their pleas for help were turned aside by the Coolidge administration, despite
the fact that about half of the nation’s population still relied on agriculture for
their livelihood at that time.

The problems in America’s farming communities actually had their roots in
the years immediately following World War I. For much of the 1910s, American
growers of cotton, wheat, corn, and other major crops were able to command
good prices for their products because the war had left much of Europe unable
to feed itself. Western sheep and cattle ranchers benefited from soaring overseas
demand for wool and beef as well. These good times convinced American farm-
ers and ranchers to convert their profits into additional land and machinery.
They also borrowed money from banks to expand their operations, and banks
were happy to approve these loans because of the high value of farmland.

By the mid-1920s, however, the business environment had completely
changed for many farmers. Dairy operators and growers of specialty crops
like celery, spinach, and carrots continued to do well, but wheat, corn, and
cotton prices all plummeted. These price drops came about because of three
main factors: the recovery of European farming operations; increased agricul-
tural output from Canada, Australia, Argentina, and other countries; and
heavy American investment in efficient new farming machinery. Together,
these three factors created such an oversupply of wheat and cotton that grow-
ers could only command a fraction of the price for their goods that they were
able to charge a few years earlier. As their earnings declined, farmers found it
much more difficult to pay off loans and absorb other operating costs. Bank
foreclosures on farms began to rise across America’s agricultural heartland.
Farmers in Iowa, North Dakota, Minnesota, Kansas, and numerous other
agricultural states watched helplessly as their farms plummeted in value.
Some farmers and ranchers decided to sell their land at a loss and seek work
in the factories of the big cities.
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By the late 1920s American farmers and their supporters in Congress
were lobbying the Coolidge administration for relief. For example, they urged
the government to pass tariffs to increase the price of agricultural commodi-
ties imported from foreign growers. But Coolidge and his pro-business allies
in Congress flatly refused because of concerns that new tariffs might spark a
trade war with Europe that would hurt American manufacturers. Coolidge
also vetoed two congressional bills that would have boosted domestic farm
prices by establishing a government corporation to buy surplus crops. These
decisions made it clear that struggling American farmers were on their own.

Other Warning Signs

American farmers were not the only ones left behind by the general eco-
nomic prosperity of the 1920s. Textile makers, leather manufacturers, ship-
builders, and other businesses struggled to make ends meet
in the postwar years as well. But their struggles went most-
ly unheard because other industrial factories were churn-
ing out greater volumes of goods than ever before.

For a while, American consumer spending kept up
with the mountains of automobiles, radios, refrigerators,
and toasters that rolled off the nation’s assembly lines. By
the late 1920s, though, products of all shapes and sizes
were sitting on shelves for longer and longer stretches of
time. Factories were simply producing more goods than
American buyers wanted. Looking back on this period,
humorist and social commentator Will Rogers expressed
amazement at the situation. “Gosh, wasn’t we crazy there
for a while?” he wrote in 1932. “Did the thought ever enter
our bone head that the time might come when nobody
would want all these things we were making?”7

The American economy showed other cracks as well. Housing construction
slowed through much of the nation in the late 1920s, and banking interests, real
estate developers, oil executives, and other speculators roamed feverishly across
the country in search of the next big fortune. Their greedy activities triggered eco-
nomic turmoil in Florida, California, and several other states. But the government
made little effort to restrain these activities, even as evidence mounted that the
banking industry—the heartbeat of the U.S. economy—was in growing distress.
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From the end of the Civil War in 1865
until 1920—a stretch of 55 years—a total of
3,100 American banks had shut their doors
because of financial problems. But between
the end of 1920 and the end of 1929, more
than 5,700 banks failed. In 1926 alone, nearly
1,000 banks across the United States failed.
Virtually all of these failures stemmed from
some combination of poor investments, bad
loans, shaky leadership, and inadequate gov-
ernment regulation.

Yet the rising toll of bank failures did not
convince Coolidge or the pro-business Con-
gress in Washington to take decisive action.
Instead, they simply saw the failed banks as
casualties of a keenly competitive business
environment. According to their viewpoint,
the capitalist system that had been unleashed
during the 1920s was bound to leave some
people behind, even as it lifted the majority to
greater heights of economic power.

Hoover Takes the Reins

On August 2, 1927, Coolidge issued a surprising announcement that he
did not intend to run for president in 1928. He offered no explanation for this
decision. Some scholars believe that it might have been due to concerns
about his health. Other historians speculate that Coolidge knew that an eco-
nomic downturn was coming and did not want to be in the Oval Office when
it arrived.

Whatever his reasons, Coolidge’s decision to step aside at the conclusion
of his term created a fierce contest for the White House between Democratic
nominee Alfred E. Smith and Republican nominee Herbert Hoover (see biogra-
phy of Hoover, p. 121). Republicans portrayed Hoover—who had been Secre-
tary of Commerce for both Coolidge and Harding—as a leader who would con-
tinue the pro-business policies that had brought prosperity to many Americans.
In addition, some Republican operatives took advantage of anti-Catholic big-
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fellow Republican Calvin Coolidge in
the White House.



otry to paint Smith, who was Catholic, as someone who would show more alle-
giance to the Pope than the U.S. Constitution. Both of these strategies were
effective. Hoover easily cruised to victory with 58 percent of the popular vote.

Hoover was sworn into office as the 31st president of the United States
on March 4, 1929. In his inauguration speech, Hoover expressed great confi-
dence in the nation’s future prospects. “Ours is a land rich in resources; stim-
ulating in its glorious beauty; filled with millions of happy homes; blessed
with comfort and opportunity,” he declared. “In no nation are the fruits of
accomplishment more secure. In no nation is the government more worthy of
respect. No country is more loved by its people. I have an abiding faith in
their capacity, integrity and high purpose. I have no fears for the future of our
country. It is bright with hope.”8

A Grim Warning

Midway through the 1928 presidential campaign, American investors in
the stock market received a frightening jolt. On June 12, stocks in numerous
industries plunged without warning, causing some unfortu-
nate investors to lose significant sums of money. But the
market steadily regained much of the ground it had lost in
June through the rest of the summer and the fall. Some
individual stocks registered truly spectacular increases in
value. A share of stock in RCA, for example, was worth $77
in early March 1928. By New Year’s Eve of 1928, though,
that share was worth $400. This sort of growth in value
reassured most Americans that the stock market remained
the best place in America to make one’s fortune.

The stock market continued to soar through the
spring and summer of 1929 as well. On a single day in July,
for example, the total value of American Telephone and
Telegraph (AT&T) stock increased by more than $75.8 mil-
lion (at a time when $5 a day was considered good pay). By
early September the Dow Jones Industrial Average
(DJIA)—a stock market index that tracks the stock performance of leading
industrial companies—was five times higher than it had been in 1924.

Yet the euphoria over the stock market’s record performance did not fool
everyone. In mid-summer 1929 a few Wall Street analysts hesitantly
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expressed concern that some stocks’ prices had become inflated beyond their
true value. They worried that if this so-called “bubble” popped and stock
prices suddenly plummeted, investors would lose a lot of money. Corporate
executives, lawmakers, and other Wall Street boosters loudly dismissed these
warnings as whiny pessimism. On September 5, though, a nationally known
Wall Street analyst named Roger Babson bluntly told a group of business
executives in New York City that “sooner or later a crash is coming, and it
may be terrific.… factories will shut down … men will be thrown out of work
… the vicious circle will get in full swing, and the result will be a serious
business depression.”9

Babson’s chilling prediction cut through the irrational optimism on Wall
Street. For the next several weeks, brokers and investors alike watched ner-
vously as the stock market veered up and down like a rollercoaster. The uncer-
tain atmosphere caught the attention of other interested parties as well. Some
banking institutions decided to rein in their loan operations, and others began
to reconsider whether it was wise for them to invest so much of their deposi-
tors’ money in the stock market. Officials within the Hoover administration,
meanwhile, quietly began to debate ways of calming the market. As it turned
out, though, the realization that the market was in trouble came far too late.

The Crash Begins
On Monday morning, October 21, 1929, the New York Stock Exchange—

the flagship exchange of the U.S. stock market—and every smaller stock
exchange in America abruptly began a nightmarish eight-day journey into the
depths of despair. From the moment the exchanges opened that morning,
brokers showed far more interest in selling stocks than in buying them. They
wanted to sell the stocks while their cash value was still high, thus assuring
them of a maximum profit. But when they were unable to find buyers, the
price of the stocks started to slide until buyers finally began to take orders.

The same phenomenon unfolded the following day. But it was not until
Wednesday, October 23 that investors and brokers truly began to understand
the fearsome path that they were on. Desperate sellers fought to get rid of
their stocks before the market dropped even further, but their actions just
triggered an even greater wave of sell-offs. On Wall Street and other
exchanges, the volume of traded stock became so great that their ticker tape
machines—devices that automatically recorded each transaction that
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An anxious crowd gathers outside the New York Stock Exchange during the Great Crash of 1929.



occurred on the exchange floor onto narrow ribbons of paper, or tape—fell
hopelessly behind. At the New York Stock Exchange, the tape spewed out its
record of stock transactions for 104 minutes after the day’s trading finally
ended. Investors across the country were in a full-blown panic, desperate to
sell their stocks before they became worthless.

On “Black Thursday”—October 24—the nightmare deepened. Stock
prices continued to plummet in front of the horrified eyes of people on the
exchange floors. Anxious crowds began to gather out on Wall Street in down-
town Manhattan. Some of America’s leading banking institutions tried to halt
the panic by bidding on a number of high-profile stocks. They hoped that
when investors saw that they were willing to buy stocks, the investors would
follow their example. But the panicked sell-off continued, and when the day’s
trading finally ended, more than 12.8 million shares had been sold—most of
them at prices that were a fraction of their worth only a week earlier.

“Black Tuesday”

The stock market slowed its free fall on Friday and during Saturday’s
half-day of trading. But as Sunday—the one day of the week in which the
exchanges were closed—ticked by, people across the country waited anxious-
ly to see what would happen when the markets re-opened on Monday morn-
ing. As feared, the sell-off of stocks continued on Monday. But the worst blow
came on “Black Tuesday,” October 29.

During that day’s trading, more than $10 billion in market value—about
$121 billion in 2007 dollars—evaporated. The toll was so great that it
remains the single most notorious day in American financial history. “People
began to collect under the big brooding statue of Alexander Hamilton in front
of the [Stock] Exchange building as word of what was happening on the
Exchange floor drifted like rancid wood smoke through downtown New
York,” wrote one historian. “Soon there were ten thousand people in the nar-
row street.… Inside the Exchange, brokers stood on the floor gape-mouthed
and weeping while the losses mounted in a frenzy of sales that by closing had
surpassed 16.4 million shares.”10

Black Tuesday was the final blow in an eight-day onslaught that brought
the world’s greatest economic superpower to its knees. The stock market
crash destroyed hundreds of corporations across America and blew away the
life savings of hundreds of thousands of investors. Men and women who had
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worked hard their entire lives to build up money for their retirement sudden-
ly found that they had to start all over again. But those who merely lost their
retirement stash were among the lucky ones. Countless other investors were
completely ruined, left without savings to keep their homes and businesses.
Reports of suicide among the legions of Americans who had lost everything
to the crash proliferated in the final days of 1929.

The disaster also made America much more vulnerable to the econom-
ic problems that had been lurking for much of the decade. Irresponsible
banking practices, excessive reliance on credit purchasing plans, overpro-
duction of goods, and the struggles of the farm sector all loomed as much
greater threats to the wheezing U.S. economy in the aftermath of the crash.
For years, the soaring stock market had masked these “poisons,” wrote
Allen, but now they spread throughout the nation’s economic system. “No
matter how many soothsayers of high finance proclaimed that all was well,
no matter how earnestly the President set to work to repair the damage
with soft words and White House conferences, a major depression was
inevitably under way.”11
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